We examine the asymptotic, or large-time, behaviour of the semigroup kernel associated with a finite sum of homogeneous subcoercive operators acting on a connected Lie group of polynomial growth. If the group is nilpotent we prove that the kernel is bounded by a convolution of two Gaussians whose orders correspond to the highest and lowest orders of the homogeneous subcoercive components of the generator.
Introduction
The asymptotic properties of the semigroup kernels associated with homogeneous subcoercive operators acting on Lie groups of polynomial growth have been analyzed in recent papers [ERSl] [ERS2] [DERS] and [Dun] . In particular it was shown in [ERS2] that for second-order operators the kernel and its derivatives satisfy good large time Gaussian bounds if, and only if, the group G is a local direct product, G = ]{ X IN, of a compact group ]{ and a nilpotent group N. Then Dungey [Dun] established that the kernels corresponding to a large class of homogeneous operators of order four or more have good Gaussian bounds if, and only if, G = ]{ XI N. In this paper we examine the asymptotics of the kernels associated with inhomogeneous operators H acting on these direct product groups. The inhomogeneous operator is defined as the sum of homogeneous subcoercive operators H mi of different orders mi. Our main conclusion establishes that the highest order m determines the local, short-time, behaviour but the lowest order m plays the dominant role for the global, long-time, behaviour. For example, if G is nilpotent the kernel can be bounded by a convolution of two Gaussians, the first of order m and the second of order m, but can only be bounded by a single Gaussian if m = m or G is compact.
Good asymptotic bounds for the derivatives of the kernels of second-order operators are related to boundedness of the Riesz transforms of all orders [ERS2] . Similar relationships are true for the inhomogeneous situation but there are a range of Riesz transforms to consider. The range is delineated in terms of the order of the singularities, local and global, of the semigroup kernel, i.e., by the parameters m and m.
Throughout the following G denotes a connected Lie group with polynomial growth, (bi-invariant) Haar measure dg and Lie algebra g. One can associate a subelliptic right invariant distance (g, h) I-t d '(g; h) with a fixed algebraic basis aI, ... ,ad' of g. Let 9 I-t Ig/' = d '(g j e) , where e is the identity element of G, denote the corresponding modulus.
Then the Haar measure IB '(g; p) l of the subelliptic ball B '(g; p) = {h E G : Igh-ll' < p} is independent of g. Set V(p) = IB'(g; p)l. Next, for all i E {I, ... , d'} let Ai = dL(ai) denote the generator of left L translations acting on the classical function spaces in the direction ai. Multiple derivatives are denoted with multi-index notation, e.g., if 0' = (ill"" in) E J(d') = U~o{l, ... , d'}k then Aa = AI'" An and 10' 1 = n. If p E [1, 00] , n E Nand the function space equals L p then we set L~;n = nlal=n D (Aa) . ( In general we adopt the notation of [Rob] and [ElRl] .)
Next for all r E N let g( d', r) denote the nilpotent Lie algebra with d' generators which is free of step 1'. Thus g(d', r) is the quotient of the free Lie algebra with d' generators by the ideal generated by the commutators of order at least r + 1. Further let G( d', r) be the connected simply connected Lie group with Lie algebra g(d', r). It is automatically a non-compact group. We call G(d', r) the nilpotent Lie group on d' generators free of step r and use the notation 9 = g(d', r), G = G(d', r) for brevity. Generally we add a tilde to distinguish between quantities associated with G and those associated with G. For example, we denote the generators of 9 by 0,1" .. ,ad" We also set L p = L p ( G; dg) and Lp = L p ( Gj dg) and denote the corresponding norms by II . lip and II . lip. The~the norm of an operator X on L p is denoted by IIXllp--+p and the norm of an operator X on L p by IIXllp-.p. One simple example of this construction is for the Abelian nilpotent group G = Tn. Then G= R n.
1
Let 1TL be an even positive integer and for every multi-index a with lal = m let Co E C. 
Nilpotent groups
In this section we assume that G is a connected nilpotent Lie group of rank r. Our first aim is to prove the following theorem. 
II.

For all a
for all 9 E G and t > 0, where
Subsequently, in Theorem 2.11, we establish that the lowest order part H m of H determines its asymptotic behaviour by deriving good large t estimates on the difference I<t -I<t(!!!c), where I«m) is the kernel of the semigroup generated by H m . Despite the fact that I<t approaches I<;m) asymptotically it is not usually bounded by a Gaussian of order m, or any other order, uniformly for all t. This statement is made precise in Proposition 2.14.
The proof of Theorem 2.1 will be given in a series of lemmas, propositions and corollaries which give extra detail on the asymptotics. For example, Proposition 2.10 gives several alternative formulations of the kernel bounds.
The first useful observation is that subcoercivity combined with nilpotency implies the strong Garding inequality. Re(c.p, Hc.p) ;;m(G; dg) . We call (2) the strong Garding inequality for the (inhomogeneous)
operator H.
The main idea in the subsequent analysis of the inhomogeneous operator H is the introduction of a second comparison system consisting of k copies of the original system weighted in such a way that H is a weighted homogeneous operator. To this end we introduce a family C1," . ,Ckd' of elements of 9 which contains k copies of the algebraic basis al, . .. , ad" Then for I E {I, ... , kd'} we consider the elements CI of 9 with weights WI defined by C(j-l) 
and IIAO:'P112 = IICfJ'Pllz :::; IICI3(I + Htlll3ll/mI12->21IHIIf3II/m'P112 = IICI3(I +Htllf3ll/mI12--+2 IIHlo:l/mJ'P11z
The foregoing proof has two immediate corollaries.
o Corollary 2.4 FoT' all n E N and all a E J(d') with nm~lal~nm the're exists a c> 0 such that
Proof It follows as in the proof of Lemma IlL3.3 of [Rob] where Up is now the operator of multiplication with e-P'I/JR and, for simplicity, we omit any notational dependence on R. Then for each n E N it is clear that H; -Hn is a polynomial in the Ai of (unweighted) order nm -1 with coefficients which are polynomials in p of order at most nm. But (4) and the special properties of the cutoff functions lead to the following estimates. The following lemma is the key to estimating derivatives of the perturbed semigroup.
Lemma 2.9 For all a E J(d') and j E {I, ... , k} there exists a c > 0 such that
for all t > 0, R E (0,00) and pER with Ipl2: R-
Let n E N such that nmj > lal. It follows by induction from (4) that for all 
It will be a consequence of Proposition 2.10 that N~,,;,n)(g) > 0 and that the four functions
We initially prove bounds for the kernel expressed in terms of N~~,m). This is accomplished in two steps. First we derive uniform bounds.
Fix j E {I, ... ,k} and 11, 
for all i > 0 and 9 E G. Again, fix j E {1, ... , k} and n E N with mn
Substituting Aa Sf<p for <p in the Sobolev inequality (7) 
for all i > 0, pER and R > 0 such that Ipl~R-1 • Then by a combination with (3), (5) and arguing as in (6) one establishes the estimates
uniformly for all t > 0, 9 E G, pER and R > 0 such that Ipl~R-
whenever 9 E G and p > 0 are such that Igl'~p-l. On the other hand, for 9 E G and p > 0 such that Igl'~p-l, one has and thus the bounds (10) follow from the uniform bounds (8). Hence (10) holds for all 9 E G and p > 0, and the proof of the bounds (9) is complete.
The bounds of the theorem now follow from Statement I of the next proposition.
Proposition 2.10 Let m, n E N with m~n~2. 
I.
for all t~1. 
IV.
::; _4-1 (nw)-1/(n-l)((lgl'tc 1 )1/(n-l) . 
for all q E N\{I} and e~r!t is defined analogously. Similarly,
Thirdly, if t~1 and 9 E G then 
)-I/mV(t)-I/n ( dh e(m)(g) e(m)(h) e(~)(h)
J{hEG:lhl / :::;tl/m} , , , Obviously e~~)(g)~1~e b e~~)(g) for all 9 E G with Igl'~t. Alternatively, if Igl'~t then eb~)(9) :s eb~)(9)' So
for all t :s 1. This completes the proof of the estimate (11).
Next fix b > O. Since e plgl '~eplh'leP\h-lgl' for all p > 0 and g, h E G it follows that
ePlgl'(G(m)*G(n))(g) < f dhG(m) (h)e(m) (h)eP1hl'G(n) (h-1 g)e(n) (h-1g)ePlh-lgl'
b,t b,t -J G b/2,t b/2,t b/2,t b/2,t < ew(pm+pn)t f dh G(m) (h) G(n) (h -1 g) - J G b/2,t b/2,t
:s c(V(tt 1 / m /\ V(tt 1 / n )e W (pm+ p n)t
for all t > 0, 9 E G and p > 0, where c = max(sups>o IIGli},sIll,sups>o IIGli!.slh) < 00,
and and the e~/L are as before. (g-l) and N(m,n)(g) = N~rr;,n)(g-l) this 
rlgl ' (G(m) * G(m»)(g):::; [ dh G(m)(h) e(:) (h) erlhl' G(m)(h-1g) e(:) (h-1g)
IIU p (AO' 8 t -AO'S(!!l»)U;llh--+oo :::; crllrIO'I/!!l V(t)-I/m ew(pm+pl!.!.)t
for some c, w > 0 and all t~1 and all pER. Then the bounds in terms of Gb7) * Gb;) follow from Proposition 2.10. The foregoing estimates can, however, be derived by use of the Duhamel formula 
U (AO' 8 -AO'S(m»)U-1 = lot ds U AaS(!!ll(H -
for all t 2: 2 and 9 E G. But then it follows by repeatedly use of Proposition 2.10 that 
G(m)
uniformly for all t 2: 2 because Gb~) can be bounded by a multiple of Gb~) for s E [tj2, t] .
I I
Combination of (14), (15), (17) 
lRd . Alternatively, assume G is compact. Then Condition I follows for t ::; 1 from Theorem 2.11 and Proposition 2.10.II. Next let b, c > 0 be as in Theorem 2.11 for la! = O. Then for all t 2: 1 and 9 E G, where x = max{lgl' : 9 E G} and G is the Haar measure of G. 
General groups
Let G be a Lie group of polynomial growth and H a strongly subcoercive operator of step r. In the previous section we established that if G is nilpotent and its Lie algebra has rank r, or less, then H satisfies the strong Garding inequality (2). In particular H is accretive. But for this nilpotency of G, or some more stringent assumption on the step of subcoercivity, is essential. The conclusion can fail even for compact G if the step is small. Let G = 50(2), the compact three-dimensional group of rotations. Thus 9 has a vector space basis, i.e., an algebraic basis of rank 1, of elements aI, a2, a3 satisfying [at, a2] 2 ) for all t > 0 and i E {I, 2, 3}. As t -+ 00 the norms are attained by the eigenfunction corresponding to 1 = 1 = m and as t -+ 0 their values are governed by the eigenfunctions with large 1= 21ml·
In the next section we consider Lie groups of polynomial growth which are a local direct product of a connected compact Lie group J( and a connected nilpotent Lie group N. We argue that this restriction is natural by the results of [Dun] and [ERS2] . If H is a strongly subcoercive operator of step r with r E N satisfying the Garding inequality Re(lf', HIf')~IJ 2: IIAalf'lll al=!!iI2 (which is weaker than the estimate (2)) and, moreover, if the kernel J( of the semigroup generated by H satisfies Gaussian bounds then it follows from the estimates I(G1;l * G~;»)(g)l:: In the discussion of product groups the strong Carding inequality (2) 
Local direct product groups
In this section we assume that G = f{ x/N is a local direct product of a connected compact
Lie group f{ and a connected nilpotent Lie group N with Lie algebra of rank r. Moreover, H is a strongly subcoercive operator of step l' and order m~4. The example in Section 3 of a second-order operator on a compact group demonstrates that one cannot expect to derive good asymptotic bounds on the corresponding semigroup kernel or to deduce boundedness of the Riesz transforms without further assumptions. Nevertheless one can characterize these properties in simpler terms. We first consider the Riesz transforms. . Some extra argument is, however, required since H is not assumed to be selfadjoint. First one proves the implication for a direct product I< x N and then uses structure theory to lift the result to the local direct product. The latter argument is unchanged in the current context and one only needs to verify the former. But on the direct product one introduces a projection P onto the subspace of L 2 formed by functions constant over J<. This is defined by averaging over the compact component, i.e., averaging over J<. H) and the previous estimates show that IIR(AO)mN+nll ::; IIR(Ao)Nllm-11IR(Ao)N+nll ::; (7-mN. Therefore the series on the right hand side of (20) converges for IA-Ao I < (7/2 and defines an analytic extension RN of R N into the interior of the ball B a / 2 = {A E c: IAI < (7/2}.
t RN(A)
where r is a positively-oriented contour in p(H), enclosing~('ff/2 -a), which runs from arg A = -('ff/2 -0) -c to arg A = ('ff /2 -a) +E, with c E (0, a). This follows from the usual Cauchy representation for S through integration by parts. Since, by the foregoing, RN has an analytic extension to the half-plane Re A < 2-1 (7 sin 0 one can deform the contour r so that it lies totally in the half-plane Re).~4- It is not clear which condition on the coefficients of a non-symmetric operator H imply that H satisfies the strong Garding inequality (2) on a local direct product group.
The next theorem states that as in Theorem 4.3 the strong Garding inequality (2) implies Gaussian bounds for the kernel and all its derivatives. Proof By Theorem 4.4 both the kernels f{ and J{(m) have Gaussian bounds for all its derivatives. Then the proof of the theorem is almost a repetition of the proof of Theorem 2.11, but there is one difficulty with the decomposition (16), as there might be more terms involved. Precisely, in the current situation one has
L f,y(h)A'Y
Jal$bl$rslal instead of (16), where s is the rank of the algebraic basis.
(21)
We sketch the proof of (21). One only has to consider the case where 10' 1 = 1 and Igl' is bounded away from 0, by Lemma 4.3 of [EIR3]. Let K and N be the connected compact and nilpotent Lie group such that G is the local direct product of K and N, i.e., G = KN, K n N is discrete and K and N commute. If i E {1, ... , d'}, the direction ai has a unique decomposition ai = a~K) + a~N) with a~K) E eand a~N) E n, where eand n are the Lie algebras of K and N. Then for all k E K and n E N, since K and N commute. Now one can separately estimate each of the two terms on the right hand side, where the estimate on the second term reduces to an application of (16). We omit further details.
0
Let G = K x N be a direct product and assume H is positive, symmetric. Further let P be the projection onto the subspace of L 2 (G) formed by the functions which are constant over K. The key observation in the derivation of the kernel bounds is the spectral estimate by the asymptotic form of K. But the latter is determined by the nilpotent component and its form has been discussed in Section 2. Finally since K and K are both bounded by a convolution of Gaussians, of order m and m, the difference K -K has a similar bound.
Combining this observation with the uniform bound on the difference one deduces that there are c', w' > 0 such that for all t 2: 1.
